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Abstract—Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) is commonly
used in web applications to protect information and restrict
operations. Their security may be affected by source code
changes between releases in unexpected ways. To prevent
regression and vulnerabilities, developers need to validate them
prior to each release, which may be a major undertaking. We
automatically and statically determine privilege-level security
impacts of code changes using privilege protection changes and
apply a set-theoretic classification to them. To do so, we analyze
code and determine the security privilege protection models of
Web applications written in PHP using Pattern Traversal Flow
Analysis (PTFA). We present the distribution of both privilege
protection changes and their classification over 147 release
pairs of WordPress, spanning from 2.0 to 4.5.1. We found
that code changes had no impact on privilege protection in
the 82 (56%) release pairs. The remaining 65 (44%) release
pairs are affected by privilege protection changes. For the
latter release pairs, only 0.30% of code is affected by privilege
protection changes. We also found that the most common
change categories are complete gains (40.81%), complete losses
(17.99%) and substitution (20.10%). The automated identifica-
tion and classification of privilege protection changes may help
developers to more efficiently focus their effort during security
reviews, verification, validation, testing, and repairs.

Index Terms—Security Change Classification, Role Based Ac-
cess Control, Static Analysis, Software Evolution, Software
Maintenance

1. Introduction

Many web applications require access control, which is
ensuring that only the right user(s) can execute specific code.
Access control vulnerabilities present in the OWASP Top 10
2013 include in the Insecure Direct Object References and
Missing Function Level Access Control categories [1].

A statement’s privilege protection set is the set of
privileges that are definitely true prior to its execution. Given
a statement s common to two releases (ra and rb), a privilege
protection change [2] occurs when the privilege protection
for s differs between ra and rb.

In Listing 1, we see an example of a code change
causing privilege protection changes for the statements at
line 5 onwards. As a check for privilege edit_posts
was added, their privilege protection set went from ∅ to
{edit_posts}. Please note that this information is carried
interprocedurally along that execution path (e.g. for the
execution get_user_option).

1 + if(! current_user_can( ’edit_posts’ )){
2 + return;
3 + }
4 +
5 $last_post_id = (int) get_user_option( ’

dashboard_quick_press_last_post_id’ );

Listing 1. Excerpt of a Security Change in WordPress 4.2.2 vs 4.2.3 – the
marker + on the left hand side refers to added code.

A vulnerability like the one solved by Listing 1 stems in
part from the challenge of knowing which privileges have
been verified prior to the execution of a statement. Security
reviews are meant to catch these issues, but they are difficult
and expensive to perform.

We propose to facilitate reviews by automatically com-
puting and classifying privilege protection changes from
the source code. In this paper, we define a set-theoretic
classification of privilege protection changes and report on
a longitudinal case study of privilege protection and their
changes. We studied 147 release pairs (from 2.0 to 4.5.1) of
WordPress. WordPress is a popular PHP web-based content
management system that uses RBAC. Measuring only the
PHP code, this application’s size ranges from 35,708 to
301,605 physical lines of code (PLOC).

2. Background

A commonly used access control approach is role-based
access control (RBAC), where privileges are assigned to
one or more roles as necessary. RBAC systems are often
architected with Policy Decision (PDP) and Enforcement
(PEP) Points. PEPs request a policy decision from the PDP
and enforce it, whereas the PDP decides to either grant or
deny requests by interpreting the policy.



PEPs are typically scattered across the code base and
communicate with the PDP before allowing execution of
sensitive code. The PEP asks the PDP to verify if the user
holds a given privilege, sometimes in relation to an object.
The APIs to do so vary, but tend to be consistent within the
same application.

Some maintenance activities will target security. For
instance, developers change which privilege protects a piece
of code. They may add a privilege check where none was,
or move privilege checks to cover only some code sections
instead of the whole script (or vice-versa). Developers also
add, remove and rename roles and privileges. Some of these
changes may be related to functional changes (e.g. new
features added), but sometimes reflect a reorganization of
the application’s security policy at a high level.

Counterintuitively, code changes with no apparent link
to security may cause privilege protection changes. Some
of these changes may be due to interprocedural side effects,
since code protected by a privilege check often calls other
code and carries its protection along that execution path.

Code changes during maintenance should only have a
planned and desirable impact on security. To achieve this,
maintainers may leverage techniques such as testing (e.g.
penetration testing [3] and generated security tests [4]),
manual verification (e.g. inspections [5], [6]) and validation
methods (formal and semi-formal) [7].

3. Methodology

3.1. Privilege Protection Changes

Privilege protection is a definite static analysis, determin-
ing properties that are true on all execution paths prior to a
statement. This is in contrast with possible analyses, which
determine properties that are true in some execution paths,
but not necessarily in all paths reaching a statement.

Formally, we define privilege protection as a function
over an interprocedural control flow graph (CFG).

Each release r ∈ R has an CFG composed of vertices
Vr ⊆ V and edges Er ⊆ E. All releases share the set of
privileges Privs, though not all releases check all privileges.

Privilege protection is defined by function PrivProt(v) :
Vr 7→ P(Privs) (Equation 1), which returns all the privi-
leges that are definitely protecting (DefProt) the vertex v
in release r.

A privilege protection change occurs when the priv-
ilege protection for corresponding CFG vertices differs
between two releases (Equation 2). The relationship between
corresponding vertices is in the partial bijective function
vertexMap : V ×R ×R 7→ V . When comparing releases
ra with rb, the CFG vertex va belongs to release ra and vb
is its corresponding vertex in rb’s CFG.

PrivProt(v)
.
= {priv ∈ Privs | DefProt(v, priv)}(1)

PrivProtChg(va, ra, rb)
.
=

PrivProt(vertexMap(va, ra, rb)) 6= PrivProt(va) (2)

3.2. Pattern Traversal Flow Analysis

Pattern-Traversal Flow Analysis (PTFA) [8], [9], [10]
is a domain-specific model-checking approach for privilege
protection. A PTFA engine analyzes the application’s source
automatically and statically for application-specific code
patterns for privilege verification security checks. It generates
security-context-sensitive security models, meaning that the
security context is distinguished in interprocedural analysis.

States in the security model are either protected or
unprotected, the latter being the default. A protected state
associated to a vertex v ∈ V represent the existence of a path
from the beginning of the CFG to v, in which the privilege
priv has been granted. DefProt(v, priv) thus holds true
when only protected states are reachable for v.

3.3. Privilege Protection Change Categories

Our set-theoretic classification distinguishes between
the addition and removal of privileges. For the sake of
simplicity, we use the following symbols in the descriptions
below. When comparing releases ra with rb, the vertex va
belongs to release ra and vb is its corresponding vertex
in rb such that vb = vertexMap(va, ra, rb). Due to space
constraints, we define the aliases Prota := PrivProt(va)
and Protb := PrivProt(vb). We also define the predicate
A 4r B, which is true if and only if the sets A and B are
non-empty and have a non-empty overlap.

We describe each privilege protection category below.
We also provide an illustration of all the categories in Figure
1 and formal definitions in Figure 2.

(a) Complete Loss (b) Complete Gain

(c) Monotonic Loss (d) Monotonic Gain

(e) Subsitution (f) Symmetric Overlap

(g) Asymmetric Overlap (h) Disjoint
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Figure 1. Classification Categories Illustrated



A 4r B
.
= A ∩B 6= ∅ ∧ A 6= ∅ ∧ B 6= ∅

CompleteLoss(va, ra, rb)
.
= Prota 6= ∅ ∧ Protb = ∅ CompleteGain(va, ra, rb)

.
= Prota = ∅ ∧ Protb 6= ∅

MonotonicLoss(va, ra, rb)
.
= Prota ∩ Protb = Protb ∧ Protb 6= ∅

MonotonicGain(va, ra, rb)
.
= Prota ∩ Protb = Prota ∧ Prota 6= ∅

Substitution(va, ra, rb)
.
= |Protb \ Prota| = 1 ∧ |Prota \ Protb| = 1

AsymmOverlap(va, ra, rb)
.
= Prota 4r Protb ∧ |Prota \ Protb| 6= |Protb \ Prota|

SymmOverlap(va, ra, rb)
.
= Prota 4r Protb ∧ |Prota \ Protb| > 1 ∧ |Prota \ Protb| = |Protb \ Prota|

Disjoint(va, ra, rb)
.
= ¬Substitution(va, ra, rb) ∧ Prota ∩ Protb = ∅ ∧ Prota 6= ∅ ∧ Protb 6= ∅

Figure 2. Definitions for the Classification Categories

A Complete Loss (Figure 1a) may indicate a vulnera-
bility and occurs when Protb is empty and Prota is not.

A Complete Gain (Figure 1b) may indicate a vulnerabil-
ity correction and occurs when Prota is empty and Protb
is not.

A Monotonic Loss (Figure 1c) may indicate a privilege
reorganization (e.g. merged privileges) and occurs when
Protb is a strict subset of Prota and both are non-empty.

A Monotonic Gain (Figure 1d) may indicate a privilege
reorganization (e.g. split privilege) and occurs when Prota
is a strict subset of Protb and both are non-empty.

A Substitution (Figure 1e) may indicate an association
between the privileges (e.g. renaming) and occurs when
Prota and Protb each have one privilege in addition of
those they have in common.

An Asymmetric Overlap (Figure 1g) might indicate
multiple changes happening simultaneously. It occurs when
Prota and Protb have at least one privilege in common and
the releases’ specific privileges are of different cardinality.

A Symmetric Overlap change (Figure 1f) may indicate a
non-obvious correspondence between the changed privileges.
It is similar to substitutions, but for greater cardinalities.

A Disjoint (Figure 1h) changes may indicate major
changes that warrant inspection. It occurs when Prota and
Protb have nothing in common and are not a substitution.

4. Results

Our analysis, implemented in Java, typically occurs in
less than 7 minutes per release pair on a system powered
by an Intel i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40GHz and using the Oracle
Java VM version 1.8.0_66 configured to use up to 8Gb of
RAM. We used GNU diff to determine vertexMap and
the same release pair determination as previously [2].

4.1. Distribution of Privilege Protection in Word-
Press

Our first research question is RQ1: How is the cardinality
of privilege protection sets in WordPress distributed?

In Figure 3, we compare the total number of definitely
protected statements (i.e. statements which have non-empty
privilege protection sets) with the program size measured in

CFG vertices. When compared logarithmically, the curves
appear to grow together. Total definitely protected statements
and log program size is correlated at 96.77%.
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Figure 3. Total Vertices with Non-Empty Privilege Protection Set vs Program
Size per version - definite protection grows logarithmically to program size.

In Figure 4, we represent the number of occurrences
of privilege protection sets per version, per set cardinality.
Singleton sets vastly dominate the other cardinalities. The
largest cardinality is four, and is found in a few versions.

4.2. Distribution of Privilege Protection Changes in
WordPress

We now consider RQ2 : What is the distribution of
privilege protection changes in WordPress? How big are
those changes in relation to the program size?

Over all release pairs, we found 33,687 privilege protec-
tion changes. We observe, in Figure 5, that only 65 (44%)
release pairs are security-impacted. The bulk of release pairs
have less than 500 privilege protection changes, with only
eight (5%) exhibiting more than a thousand.

We determined the proportion of privilege protection
changes by comparing the number of privilege protection
changes over the number of CFG vertices in the whole
program.
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Figure 5. Distribution of Total Privilege Protection Changes per Release
Pair

Globally, privilege protection changes is found in 0.10%
of vertices (computed over all CFG vertices of all releases
studied). For security-impacted release pairs, this ratio in-
creases to 0.25%. The median is 182 (0.08%) privilege
protection changes per release pair, while the average and
standard deviation is 0.30% ± 0.58%, a small fraction of
the program.

4.3. Distribution of Privilege Protection Change
Classification

We now examine RQ3 : What is the distribution of
privilege protection changes’ classification in WordPress?
Which classifications are the most common?

Table 6a shows how many releases have which amount
of privilege protection changes of each category. We found
no instance of symmetric overlap. We observe that only
Complete Gain and Substitution are present with ≥ 1000
privilege protection changes.

Table 6b shows the total number of vertices per category
for all release pairs as well as its average per release pair.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of classified vertices for
security-impacted release pairs. The distributions are skewed
towards zero, and the most common change category is
complete gain, followed by substitution and complete loss.

5. Discussion

Our results show that code changes between releases
have a small privilege-level security impact, as there are
very few privilege protection changes in proportion to the
program size (0.10%).

Identifying this small change may help focus validation
efforts, because most of the program need not be evaluated
for regressions at the privilege level. This is explained by the
fact that an absence of privilege protection changes imply
that the privilege protection for that code is just as valid for
rb as they were for ra.

We observed a strong logarithmic correlation (96.77%)
between the program size and the total definitely protected
statements. This may indicate that developers purposefully
confined privileged operations in a small part of the ap-
plication. The logarithmic growth in definitely protected
statements is markedly different from earlier results from
Hwang et al. [11], which found a linear growth in SELinux
polices of the NCSU Virtual Computing Lab.

Privilege protection changes classification may prioritize
review efforts, as they may indicate the nature of the changes
and their security impacts. For instance, a complete loss of
privilege protection may be much more troublesome than a
monotonic increase of privilege protection and developers
may want to investigate the former first.

The additional information provided by our classification
might further facilitate validation-style testing, since the
dominant classification categories are very black-and-white
– moving from unprotected to protected (or vice-versa)
or entirely from one privilege to another. This kind of
straightforward information may be easier to reason about.

We also reviewed all results for accuracy and violations
of security assumptions – which privileges are required
over which parts of the code. Since WordPress does not
explicitly document its security assumptions, we built a
plausible mental model of these security assumptions using
code patterns (e.g. database and HTML writes), identifier
names as well as file location in the project’s hierarchy (e.g.
code reserved for administrators).

During a code review, we used this mental model and
the CFG to determine if the privilege protection change was
accurate and if it could affect the system’s security.

We found our classification to be 81.56% accurate and
70.01% of privilege protection changes are, in our opinion,
both security assumption violations and confirmed results.
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Complete Loss 119 1 4 3 2 14 4 0
Monotonic Gain 120 10 1 0 6 6 4 0
Monotonic Loss 135 2 1 2 3 4 0 0
Substitution 124 4 2 3 5 4 4 1
Asymmetric 146 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Symmetric 147 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Disjoint 143 1 0 0 1 2 0 0

(a) Release Pairs Showing Privilege Protection Change, per
Preponderance and Category

Category Average Total %
Complete gain 93.51 13746 40.81%
Complete loss 41.22 6059 17.99%
Monotonic gain 36.57 5376 15.96%
Monotonic loss 9.52 1399 4.15%
Substitution 46.07 6772 20.10%
Asymmetric 0.16 24 0.07%
Symmetric 0 0 0%
Disjoint 2.11 311 0.92%
Total 229.16 33687 100.00%

(b) Summary Statistics

Figure 6. Classified Vertices for All Release Pairs – Complete Gain, Complete Loss and Substitution are the Dominant Categories.
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Figure 7. Violin Plot of Classified Privilege Protection Changes Per Non-
Empty Release Pair - Some Categories Are Seldom Seen.

These results hint that our approach provide useful
information for developers, although they are subject to
several limitations, which we will discuss in Section 7.

6. Related Work

PTFA was used in evolution studies before. A first
study by Letarte et al. studied privilege protection in a
longitudinal study over 31 phpBB releases [12], though
only handling a binary distinction between administrator and
unprivileged users. Our earlier study [2] only considered
privilege protection losses. This study is different, as we
proposed a set-theoretic classification encompassing all
possible privilege protection change and reported on their
observed frequencies.

Hwang et al. [13] developed a semantic differencing
approach of eXtensible Access Control Markup Language
(XACML) policies for test selection. Their approach requires
running the full test suite at least once, it also needs a stand-
alone access control policy or pre-recorded PDP decisions.

In comparison, our approach targets RBAC policies, is fully
static and works for policies that are hardcoded and mixed
with business logic in the source code.

General classifications of software evolution (e.g. [14],
[15]) are not suited for RBAC classification evolution [16]
as they scantly cover security maintenance.

Classifications and taxonomies for security (e.g. Wang
and Wang [17]), vulnerabilities (e.g. Landwehr et al. [18])
and access control (e.g. Kane and Browne [19]) do not (or
only minimally) integrate the dimension of evolution.

7. Threats to Validity

Threats to internal validity refer to confounding vari-
ables that may influence our results. Our results depend on
the accuracy of the PTFA engine we used. Because PHP
applications like WordPress rely on many dynamic features,
the engine relies on sound but conservative approximations
that may lead to spurious paths and thus spurious privilege
protection changes.

Our results also depend on the differencing method used.
We extracted line-level differences between releases. Since
there may be many CFG vertices on the same line of code,
we under-estimate the unchanged CFG vertices. Thus, the
rate of privilege protection changes may be higher than
we report. However, we expect change categories to be
distributed similarly as we found.

As our validation was done by non-experts, the accuracy
of our results and the real rate of privilege protection changes
that are violations of security assumptions may be very
different than we found. Thus, it would be desirable to
conduct a formal review of our results with experts.

Threats to external validity relate to the generalizability
of our results. We did not have a vulnerability oracle for
our study, though our approach may use one. Consequently,
we cannot establish a relationship between vulnerabilities
and the privilege protection change categories. To counter
this issue, studies using a vulnerability oracle should be
performed.



Another threat to generalizability is that our study is on a
single open source content management system implemented
in PHP. We may obtain different results when studying
other systems written in PHP or other languages. While the
PTFA engine we used only handles PHP at the moment,
our approach itself is language-independent. To counter this
issue, studies that include other systems should be performed.

Another threat to generalizability is that our study is
on a single type of access control. While the PTFA engine
we used only handles RBAC at the moment, it could be
extended to handle a wide range of access control models,
such as attribute-based access control and authorization-based
access control [20]. It could also be extended to analyze
applications that use technologies separating access control
decisions from the business logic, such as XACML.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

We studied privilege protection impact of code changes
using privilege protection changes and their classification.
We examined their demography over 147 release pairs of
WordPress. Our automated implementation need only a few
minutes per release pair and has detected 33,687 privilege
protection changes – 0.10% of the cumulative program
size. Only 44% of the releases had any privilege protection
changes. For security-impacted release pairs, only 0.30%
of code is affected by security changes. We also saw that
complete gain, complete loss and substitution were the most
common change categories.

We manually verified our results for false positives and
violations of our understanding of the developers’ security
assumptions and we estimate that 70.01% of privilege
protection changes represent possible security violations.

We find that proportionally few privilege protection
changes, if any, occur between releases. These changes
mostly belong to simple categories, which are likely to be
simple to reason about and prioritize. These factors are likely
to significantly lower the effort required for security reviews.

In our future research, we would like to investigate of
the distribution of privilege protection change categories
corresponding to vulnerabilities, whenever a vulnerability
oracle is available.

Further research may also include the assessment of the
real impact of the proposed techniques to application security
verification and validation in collaboration with developers.
Such studies would measure the accuracy of our results,
developers’ validation efforts during an application evolution
and assess the advantages of the proposed approach.
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